Abstract
Introduction
H.264/AVC is the latest international video coding standard, which has been developed by ITU-T and ISO/IEC [1] . It has been widely adopted in many related video communication aspects and has greatly improved the compression ratio and video quality. Context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) as a basic entropy coding tool of the H.264/AVC baseline profile, has improved the video compression ratio, at the same time, it has also increased the power consumption and hardware cost of the decoder. Thus how to develop a CAVLC decoding method with a low-power design that also meets the demands of real-time CAVLC decoding has become our major issue at present.
During the process of CAVLC decoding, CAVLC decoding needs to decode five syntax elements. Three in five syntax elements, Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros, need to decod by looking up the variable length tables, while the rest of them, Level and sign of TrailingOnes(T1s), are decoded by the regular arithmetic operations without using the looking-up of variable length tables. Since looking-up variable length tables occupies about 96.6% time of the entire CAVLC decoding and consumes a great amount of CAVLC decoder power during the process of CAVLC decoding [2] , It become a very important problem for CAVLC decoding in H.264/AVC baseline profile. How to reduce the table look-up time becomes one of our concerns at present. In this paper, tables look up time refers looking up  variable length table time, and table storage space refers the variable length table storage space.
In order to reduce the table look-up time, many optimized decoding methods have been developed for the purpose. In the hardware design level, Heng et al., [3] merged all codeword  tables into one table and organized the table into sub-tables to reduce table look-up time. Lee et al., [4] proposed pipelined architecture to save the operation frequency greatly, saving table look-up time. Wang et al., [5] presents a novel low-cost high-performance CAVLC decoder for H.264/AVC which can greatly reduces time of CAVLC decoding. In the software design level, some general table look-up methods, such as Table Look-up by Sequential Search  (TLSS), Table Look-up by Binary Search (TLBS), have been required to decode CAVLC.  However, the TLSS needs a great lot of table look-up time due to consequent table look-up  for the desired codeword, it cannot meet real-time decoding application requirement. The  TLBS can improve table look-up speed, but because of its random memory access, it doesn't behave efficiently in some systems. In Moon's method, a new VLDs based on integer arithmetic operations for Run_before and Total_zeros are proposed, which can greatly reduce table look-up time [6] . Lee et al., [7] developed new codeword structures, look-up tables and searching methods for the CAVLC syntax elements to reduce table look-up time. In Kim's method, some integer arithmetic operations are proposed for other syntax elements, which can reduce greatly improve table look-up speed [8] . Uchihara et al., [9] presented a proposal for a efficient software CAVLC decoder architecture in H.264/AVC based on level length extraction (LLE), which achieved 22% faster decoding speed and 38% faster decoder compared with the conventional method.
In this paper, we propose a quick The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principle and complexity analysis of CAVLC decoding are introduced. The proposed decoding method is presented in Section 3. And the simulation result and analysis of proposed scheme compared with TLSS method is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we give some conclusions.
The Principle and Complexity Analysis of CAVLC Decoding

Principle of CAVLC Decoding
In baseline profile of H.264/AVC, the CAVLC and Exp-Golomb codes are used as two entropy decoding method. Exp-golomb codes are used to decode indication information and other coding parameters, which are with regular construction, While CAVLC is adopted to decode the quantized transform coefficients for residual blocks. Since the computation complexity of whole entropy decoding time is mainly occupied by the CAVLC decoding, the paper will focus on the CAVLC decoding procedures. In the process of CAVLC decoding, the quantized coefficients are zigzag scanned and then decoded by the five syntax elements. Figure 1 is the decoding order and the definition of five syntax elements above are described as follows.
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Figure 1. Decoding Order of Five Syntax Elements
Coeff_token: Both the number of nonzero coefficients (Totalcoeff) and number of coefficients that absolute value is equal to one (TrailingOnes).It is decoded by a Fixed-Length Code Table and three variable length tables. Sign of TrailingOnes (T1s): Use a single sign bit, which 0 is for positive and 1 is for negative, to represent each T1s in reverse zigzag order. It is decoded by maximum 3-bit reading without any table look-up.
Level: The values for each nonzero coefficient except for T1s in reverse zigzag order. It is decoded in reverse order and the output of this process is a list of different Level.
Total_zeros: The total number of zero coefficients between the DC and the last nonzero coefficient in zigzag order. It is decoded by looking up some corresponding variable length tables.
Run_before: The numbers of zeros preceding each nonzero coefficient in reverse zigzag order. It is decoded by looking up some corresponding variable length tables.
Complexity Analysis of CAVLC Decoding
During the process of CAVLC decoding, many variable length tables are used to decode codeword. However, there are some difficulties in looking up quickly these variable length tables above.
(1) The complexity of code tables storage structure: In H.264/AVC standard, the syntax elements of TotalCoeffs and Tls are stored in the form of 2D-code table .As we all known, For a 2D-code table, it is easy to find the corresponding content by its coordinates, but in turn, it is very difficult to find the corresponding coordinate through the content, because it needs search the whole table. Therefore, to decode the syntax elements of TotalCoeffs and Tls, it needs to spend a great lot of time in looking up 2D-code table and judging codeword for CAVLC decoding, which could greatly adds complexity of CAVLC decoding. The decoding process of TotalCoeffs could occupy up to 52% time in the entire process of CAVLC decoding when QP value is 30 [9] .
(2) Selection diversity of codeword tables: In H.264/AVC standard, a codeword has many corresponding code tables, the selection and judgment of code tables needs to make a large number of calculations, which greatly adds the complexity of CAVLC decoding.
(3) Continuity of Code stream: During decoding process of H.264/AVC stream, since input stream is continuous, with no intervening separator in it, this requires CAVLC decoder to make lots of table looking up operations to get different code and do a large number of calculations to accurately judge different codeword from input decoding stream. Because those operations above are greatly time-consuming, they immensely add the complexity of CAVLC decoding.
Proposed Scheme
Variable Length Tables
As is mentioned above, the process of CAVLC decoding needs to decode five syntax elements. Three in five syntax elements above, Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros, need to look up variable length tables. Through analyzing the structure of variable length tables, we can find that Coeff_token has three 2D-variable length tables: 0<=NC<2, 2<=NC<4, 4<=NC<8, while the Run_before and Total_zeros VLDs have one 1D-variable length tables. Table 1 is the Part codeword of 2D-variable length tables for Coeff_token (0≤NC<2). In Table 1 , the code represents for the input bit-stream of the Coeff_token syntax element (0≤NC<2). The 8-bit Codeword represents the decoded output elements. The front 3 bits of them are for total number of ones (T1) and the other tail 5 bits are for the total number of coefficients (Tc). In table 2, the code represents for the input bit-stream of the syntax elemen of Total_zeros, while the codeword stands for single decoded output directly (Tc=5). The other elements of Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros have the same code table structure as Table 1 and Table 2 .
Relationship between Code Length and Numbers of 0 in Code Prefix
By analyzing the codeword structure in Table 1 and Table 2 above, we find that some inherent relationships existed between between numbers of 0 in code prefix and code length for Coeff_token and Total_zeros are shown as Table 3 and Table 4 below respectively. Table 3 and Table 4 mean the inherent relationship between the length of code and proposed Numbers of 0 In Code Prefix and Total_zeros. Through the relationship, we can quickly determine the length of codeword suffix from decoding input bit-stream, which can save lots of time of looking up and judging codeword suffix.
Build Hash Table
Based on the principle above, we build hash table to express the relationship existed among code and numbers of 0 and length of code prefix and code length. The built hash tables for 2D-Coeff_token and the 1D-Total zeros are shown as Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. In Table 5 and Table 6 , the code represents for the input bit-stream of the corresponding syntax element. Hash table addresses in the table are allocated according to numbers of 0 in code prefix of code. Numbers of 0 in code prefix of code are mapped to Hash table addresses by hash function. The length of code suffix is determined through the relation existing between code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix. We make use of the number of zero in code prefix Calculated from input bit-stream to rapidly find the length of code suffix by a hash table built, which can reduce much time of code looking-up and judging.
Tables Look-up Algorithm Based on Hash Query
Based on the analysis above, we propose a quick table look-up algorithm for CAVLC decoding based on hash table query. The basic idea of new algorithm rests that we make use of the numbers of consecutive zero Calculated in input bit-stream to find the code length by a hash table built. The Table look-up algorithm based on hash query is shown as Figure 2 . 
Figure 2. Table Look-up Algorithm based on Hash Query
The detained process of proposed table look-up algorithm base on hash table query for CAVLC decoding can be summed up as following steps.
Step 1: select variable length tables of Coeff_token syntax element through the value of NC.
Step 2: read input decoding bit-stream and calculate numbers of 0 in code prefix
Step 3: find the length of code suffix by numbers of 0 in code prefix by built hash table
Step 4: determine the length of code suffix. If the length of code suffix found has two possible values, we will determine right length of code suffix after judging the first value of code suffix again.
Step 5: get code length according to the numbers of 0 in code prefix and length of code suffix above.
Step 6: search codtab to get decoded codeword according to code length determined above. Take decoding Coeff_token syntax element for example to illustrate decoding process for our supposed table look-up algorithm. And suppose that NC value is 0≤NC<2, the bit-stream inputted is 0000100011…The detained decoding process of an example with TLHQ algorithm are shown as Figure 3 Step 1
Step 2
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Figure 3. A Decoding Example with our Proposed Scheme
From Figure 3 , we can clearly see the decoding process of an example with our proposed scheme.
In step 1, select variable length table0 of Coeff_token as table entry, because NC value is 0≤NC<2;
In step 2, read input decoding bit-stream and the numbers of 0 in code prefix calculated from input decoding bit-stream is 4;
In step 3, look up hash table 4 to get the length of code suffix being 1 or 2.
In step 4, as length of code suffix has two possible values, so we need to judge the first value of code suffix further and then we can directly get the length of code suffix being 2, and obtain the value of code suffix being 00.
In step 5, we can get the code length being 7 and the code being 0000100; In step 6, as to 0000100, look up CAVLC table of Coeff_token, and the decoded Codeword is T1s=2 and Tc=5. After decoding the Coeff_token, level, sign of T1s, Total_zeros and Run_before syntax elements in sequence, we can get the last decoded output. Same steps can be taken for the syntax elements of Total_zeros and Run_before.
Simulation Results and Analysis
In order to verify the validity of the proposed method above, we take some experiments and simulation. This section mainly includes three parts: simulation environment, reduce table look up time and save table storage space.
Simulation Environment
The simulation Environment was conducted on an Intel 2GHz processor, 1GB memory capacity, Intel Windows XP operating system. Some common encoding parameters are shown in Table 7 . Table 8 shows some parameters of test sequences, including the name, resolutions, frame rate and frame number of test sequences in our simulation experience. 
Reduce Table Look-up Time
In this subsection, we will evaluate the performance of table look-up time of our proposed algorithm for CAVLC decoding, which was compared with the conventional TLSS algorithms in different sequences with different frames and QP. The results are shown as follows in Table 9 . From Table 9 , we can clearly see that our proposed algorithm can shows about 20% saving time than standard TLSS method. The main reason for it is that our proposed algorithm uses a TLHQ method to reduce the operation of table look-up and code judging in CAVLC decoding, which can save a lot of table look-up time.
Save Table Storage Space
As our algorithm uses hash query to improve the table looking-up speed for CAVLC decoding, at the same time, it can also save table storage space. Table 10 is the consumption condition of storage space for our method compared with TLSS. 
Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient 
